The Adventure Through the Silver Maple Tree

By Trinity Russan
Once upon a time there were three sisters—Trinity, Felicity, and Grace—who loved to go exploring. One day while they were exploring in their backyard, they discovered a magical portal in the big Silver Maple tree. They decided to go through the portal.
of shimmering dust to discover a land full of candy. There were Cotton Candy trees with Tootsie
Roll trunks, sucker flowers, and stepping stones made out of Smarties that led to a volcano that was getting ready to erupt hot chocolate and marshmallows.
The sisters grabbed tea cup umbrellas to collect the hot chocolate and marshmallows.
After the volcano was done erupting, the three sisters sat down to have a hot chocolate party. They used a Dove chocolate candy bar as a table and Reese's
Peanut Butter Cups as seats. Sour Patch Kids came to the party to play soccer with a Jaw breaker ball with the sisters. The Sour Patch Kids showed the sisters where the Peeps lived and they fed the
Peeps rock candy. Trinity, Felicity, and Grace all had a wonderful time in the land of candy.

The End